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INFORMATION DOCUMENT

OCP FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SEMINAR

The present Information Document provides a brief
overview of the background, objectives, approach,
outcome and subsequent follow-up of the OCP Financial
Management Seminar held in Ouagadougou between
10 and 13 March 1987.

1. Background

The OCP Financial- Management Seminar was called by Director OCP in order to
ensure the most efficient utilization of available resources in a period of
technical difficulties as well as cost overruns and deteriorating CFA/do11ar
exchange rates.

The technical difficulties which had been encountered by OCP during the
early part of 1987 consisted of a much more rapid spread of resistance to the
most commonly used insecticide in the Programme, even into areas as yet not
covered by the operations. As a result, senior technical staff in OCP had
concluded by February 1987 that the strategy intended for the Southern and
Western Extensions might no longer be technically feasible in its original form,
nor could it be carried out within the prescribed timetable. A completely
revised strategy was therefore at the time being considered by VCU based on:

a) Protecting the original Progranme area for the next tvro to three
years, until such time as prevalence could be reduced almost Lo zero. This
would include selective and seasonal larviciding of selected rivers in the
Southern and Western Extension areas to reduce reinvasion.

b) Proceeding rapidly with the trials of ivermectin in the Programme area
as soon as it would be registered and available, anticipated for late 1987.
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At the same time, a significant budget shortfall was developing in the
Programme. The budget approved by JPC for 1987 of US $29.9 million was as of
March 1987 already largely committed with an unobligated balance for the
renainder of the year of only US $6.8 million; - due to the technical
difficulties encountered and the fact that the Programme was increasingly forced
to purchase additional and more expensive quantities of insecticides, in order
to overcome the spreading resistance problem.

2. Objeqlivgq

The Seminar was organized to address the situation described above
this end, Director OCP had defined the following two objectives for the
exercise:

To

a) To identify opportunities for specific operational improvement and
j-ncreased cost-effectiveness within the context of the Programme's third
Financial Phase (1986-1991).

b) Through a process of learning-by-doing, to enhance the problem-solving
and managerial skilts of the participating senior OCP staff.

3. Approach and Seqpe

In the Seminar, held in Ouagadougou between 10 and 13 March 1987,
participated some 40 members of OCP's senior technical and administrative staff
from the field and from headquarters in Ouagadougou.

The approach to the meeting was based on a workshop concept covering
practically all aspects of OCP's key activities and had been designed by the
-Administrative Management Unit of WHO/HQ in close consultation with senior
management of the Programme.

The participants, in a succession of group and plenary meetings examined
and discussed a number of key issues within a problem-solving framework.
Reflecting key priorities of the Programme, these issues were analysed under the
headings of five operational areas: (i) Aerial 0perations and Vector Control;
(ii) Cache Replenishment of Larvicide and Fuel; (iii) Administrative Support and
Financial Matters; (iv) Vehicle Fteet and Garage 0perations; and (v)
Entomological and Epidemiological Surveillance.

4. Outcome and Fo1low-up

Specific opportunities for improvement and increased cost-effectiveness
were developed within each of the above five areas, on the basis of the
participating staff's own collective and accumulated experience.

lrlhen considering the direct cost-saving potential of such an exercise, it
is important to keep in mind that the room for improvement in the specific case
of OCP was limited. To illustrate this point, the following observation, quoted
from an independent report of 20 March 1987 on the Seminar by WHO's

Administrative Management Unit to the Director-Genera1, may be relevant:
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"As observed during previous visits and Management
Surveys in OCP, the overall impression by MGT (i.e.
the Administrative Management Unit) is that the
Programme is indeed remarkable from several points
of view; - the most important of which are: (i) it
is tightly managed with apparently no excess resources
to be identified anywhere, given its present technical
strategy and timeframe; (ii) it benefits from a highly
qualified and motivated staff, in the field as well as
centrally in Ouagadougou; and (iii) it has achieved
tangible results in a large geographical area under
extremely difficult operating conditions. "

In addition, and as the budgetary shortfall refemed to in paragraph 1
above was becoming increasingty acute in the course of the first few months of
L9B7, a number of economy measures had arready been instituted by ocp's
management prior to the Financial Management Seminar in March 1!8J. Theseinitiatives included suspension of all new recruitment throughout the progranme;
gradual decrease of staffing in VCU; suspension of renewal of vehicle fleet; andonly minimum allocations for short-term consurtants and duty travel.

Nevertheless, and in spite of the above factors, the Seminar generated anextraordinary number of new ideas for action. rn all, over 100 practicar
recommendations were made, ranging from renegotiation of larvicide supply
conLracts, redeployment of the aerial fl-eet, specific staff reductions in VCU
and the administration, the use of subcontracting, to cost reductions in
entomological and epidemiological surveilrance operations.

Plans for actions have since been further deveroped with specificresponsibilities assigned to selected staff in the Programme. A particularly
important example of direct cost-savings can be provided regardinl larvicide
supply contracts: 0n the basis of a recommendation made by the participants inthe Seminar' an appeal was made in the form of a personal letter from theDirector-Genera1 of WHO to the Chairman and chief executive officers of the twomultinational companies Sandoz and Abbott Laboratories, both of which areproducers of the larvicide B.t. H-14. Although the price decrease whichfollowed must also be partly-ttributed to a more competitive bidding situationthan had been the case in the past, it is nevertheless beyond doubt th"t th.personal appeal by the Director-General had a significant and direct effect onthe offers subsequently presented to OCP by the iwo companies. As a result, thep"19e of B.t. H-14 was reduced from US $6.15 to US $3.49 per Iitre, representinga direct saving to the Programme of US $827 B5O for that one bid alone. on anannual basis, and if prices can be maintained at the same level for the next12 months, the saving to Ocp on its larvicide bill will approximate
US $1.1 million 1!BB.
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Other initiatives which have also been taken following the Seminar in line
with its recommendations include:

- Abolishment of a number of posts in VCU and in the Administration
(annual saving approx. $1 491 000);

- Contracting out cleaning and guard services of OCP's premises
(annual saving $30 000);

- Transportation of larvicide and fuel to main depots by contracting
out to privite firms rather than using own vehicles (annual saving
approx. $20 0O0);

- Reduction in per diem for duty travel lrithin OCP's operational area
(annual sav:'-ng approx. $35 000).

Further progress in implementing the recommendations will be monitored by a
small task force set up by Director OCP.


